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Abstract: The thermal instability of filamentation is revisited in the fully

nonlinear regime of a system of cool magnetic island chains, taking into account:

the different transport processes inside and outside island cores, and a realistic

temperature dependence of radiative losses. This mechanism is found to be a

plausible candidate to explain the anomalous electron energy transport.



1 Introduction

Understanding anomalous electron energy transport in tokamak plasmas has been a

major goal of fusion research for the past twenty years. Most of the efforts have been devoted to

electrostatic instabilities and their relatives, because of the possibility to detect

experimentally density fluctuations,and also because of the existence of linearly unstable (or

at least marginal) theoretical candidates. On the other hand, magnetic turbulence has been

comparatively neglected since it is hard to detect small scale magnetic fluctuations inside the

plasma. Moreover, theory shows that small scale magnetic modes are linearly stable for

realistic plasmas in present machines, excepted at the very edge [1,2J. One of the candidates to

drive magnetic turbulence, thermal fi lamentation, has been previously s tudied with

inconclusive results since it is unstable only for large residual islands, of a minimum size of

the order of the temperature gradient length [21. Thermal filamentation is the result of local

cooling of magnetic f lux tubes, leading through Spitzer resistivity and the Ohm's law, to a

negative perturbation 5jx/of the parallel current j//r and therefore to island formation. In the

non linear regime these perturbations interact, resulting for values of the Chirikov parameter

s^sc, in the formation of a stochastic sea in which island remnants are imbedded (s being the

ratio of the magnetic island width to the distance between resonant surfaces and sc being the

large scale stochasticity threshold of the order of one). Those well isolated residual islands

(island- like KAM torii) could maintain the t empera tu re difference, insuring thus their

consistency.

In this paper, a theoretical model of the the rmal instability of filaraentation is developped

taking into account f i rs t , a non stochastic transport inside island cores whereas magnetic

turbulence is considered dominant outside, and second the tempera ture dependence of the

impur i ty radiation term in the energy balance equation: taking into account these fea tures

leads to unstable modes on smaller scales.



2 Basic Equations of the model

We consider a toroidal magnetic field configuration and have in mind parameters

typical of present day tokamaks plasmas [31- This configuration is made of nested torii with

non-linearly interacting chains of islands. Those islands are created by local cooling of their

cores inducing negative current perturbations. Locally, at a given minor radius r, we can make

a slab approximation, with equidistant (and equivalent) resonant surfaces: the detailed study

of a simple island chain is enough to describe the full system topology. These island chains

consist of good magnetic surfaces associated to island-like KAM torii surrounding the "O"

points and imbedded in a stochastic region, S=SG. The distance between two neighbouring

chains is 2d, the half width of the island core is SQC while So5 stands for the virtual separatrix

half width (the separatrix which would exist in the absence of adjacent perturbations) [Fig. 1).

We also assume that transport is chaotic across the stochastic sea while only collisional

transport acts inside the island cores. This assumption is justified by the large thermal

conductivity along magnetic field lines. The perpendicular thermal conductivity in the

stochastic zone is determined by a model developped elsewhere for the noisy Chirikov Taylor

mapping Nl. Let T0, nc and nzc (respectively TOut. nout and nzout) be the temperature, the

electron density and the impurity density inside the island core (respectively outside the

core). Thermal insulation inside the residual island leads to its growth through the Spitzers

temperature dependence of the resistivity. For profiles stable for tearing modes, an "O" point

is created by a current density perturbation Sjx^O. In order to analyze the stability of the

nonlinear energy equil ibrium state of the core, we need: (i) to relate SQT to SQS- ( i i ) To

establish the relation between 8os and Sj^. This current density perturbation 5j//can be related

to a negative temperature perturbation ST inside the island using Spitzer resistivity, ( i i i ) To

check the energy balance of the island core taking into account three terms: the perpendicular

thermal conduction (with a collisional ye value inside the island remnant), the Joule heating

power (weaker inside than outside due to the negative 8j /7) and finally the impur i ty radiation

power Prad (with one or several impurely species).

Al this stage, we should estimate the effect of trapped particles, as they do not follow

the magnetic field lines within each island because of the precesion of banana orbits. It is easy



to show that if, because of that precession, the trapped particles effecively cross the thermal

filaments, the temperature difference could not be maintained. Indeed, the trapped particles

would then act as a very effective thermostat which would suppress any temperature gradients

across the magnetic surfaces. However this thermostating action disappears if the trapped

electrons are kept confined within the islands by the self consistent electrostatic field. The

latter may be aproximately estimated by assuming that, because of viscosity, the ion f lu id is

static with respect to the magnetic structure. Therefore, the equilibrium equation for ions:

ne Vj_* B - Vp - ne VU - O becomes Vp + ne VU - O: the pressure gradient in the filament,

Vp<~nVT, must be compensated by an electric potential U confining the ions. The trapped

electrons therefore undergo an electrostatic drift around the axis of the islands. They are

confined within the islands if VD «visl ( where V0 is the transverse drift velocity due to the

R" ' dépendance of the static field responsible for the banana precession, and v isj is fie
T~ — - — ,

eBR
transverse electron drift velocity around the islands induced by VUj81 ). As

8uisi i i ST i 8T Ke q R
and visj - - - - -- — - with s~ -- ; - ( S18, is the island width , K0 is the

ôisl B e 0IsI B °isJ i-s

poloidal wavenumber of the instability and L8 is the shear length ), that condition is satisfied

for mode numbers m > l . Therefore trapped particles will not be able to hinder thermal

filamentation. One may note that trapped particles can directly contribute to the generation of

magnetic islands through the bootstrap current 15): as this destabilizing effect is small for

small scale islands, we will neglect it in this study.

2.1 Island remnant half width

Let us first recall that the localized anci circulating orbits in the case of a single

resonance are separated in a Poincaré map or tne system by a curve called separatrix. When

this system is perturbed by a second resonance (characterized by a separatrix half width S1 s),

the first resonance separatrix vanishes and is replaced by a domain of chaotic motion called

the stochastic layer. This stochastic layer delimits the residua) island [6,71. The half width of

this island is given by:

80r - 50s - W8 ( 1 )



where ws is the stochastic layer half width I Fig. 11. If this layer is thin, it is computed in a

similar way to ref [61 and [7], and one finds:
2 3

Sa. 1616 ( 8is ) f 4d \ J_ f -2?cd >
- « [ S05 J I 6OS J KC

 e*P[ Sos J

where KC is the large scale stochasticity threshold of the standard mapping. KC~ 1 17]. Since we

assumed all the islands to be equivalent, we have 8os - 8js and Equation (2) becomes:

3 f \

^=^(~^r) eïpbo7~J (3)

For thick stochastic layers, there is no complete theory predicting the width due to the

finite size of non-primary islands and to the repulsion of neighbouring resonancesIS]. We have

computed numerically the dependence of the half width stochastic layer ws with 8os in the

typical case of the hamiltonian paradigm( two resonances system). We find:

(4)

Smoothly matching the equations (3) and (4) it yields:

Sor = aS0s (5)

with a given by:

a="
, 45 ( d >'• " Ur

, 80s.
_2exp(- -T-)

(-2-KÛ \
P ,.^ SQS J

8os
d <0-8

* (6)
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2.2 Virtual island separalrix half width.

Knowing the central temperature TO in the island core and the island remnant half

width 8or. we can compute using Spitzer resistivity, the current density perturbation Sj^ and

hence the unperturbed island half width SQS- In practice, we do not solve the heat equation

T-T(r), but we assume instead a linear variation of T between the "O" point and the last island-

like KAM torus. This assumption can be drawn because of the elongated aspect ratio of the

island. Thus we find:



= JJ Sj^ds = J0Ut 3L 8or - -I (7)

where L - 2jcrC, and C is a shape factor of the island chain and is of the order of 1/2. In

practice, we raodelize the island chain by a succession of rectangles in order to make the power

balance.

By using Ampere equation in the case of profiles stable for tearing modes, we get :

S- VrH
Then we can write,

2.3 Energy balance of an island core:

Due to elongated aspect ratio of the island, perpendicular heat transfer is dominant.

The conductive term inside the island cores can be written:

Pcond = - Xecoln VT Jir (10)

where r is the minor radius of the resonant surface considered. Using L- rcr, Equation ( 1 0 )

leads to:
_ v . To - Tout
Pcond = - Xecoi n L — ( 1 1 )

The Joule power within the island core can be written straightforward:
TO

Pjoule = U. jout-3L. 50r —— (12)
Tout

where we have taken into account a constant loop voltage U, and the temperature dependence of

the resistivity.

The radiative losses term is given by :
Sor

Prad - L J n nz f ( T ( x ) ) dx (13)



For the temperature dependence of the radiative emissivity in the case of one impurity we use a

simple quadratic expression approximating the Post curve [91 :

f(T) = - C (H)

where TC is the temperature at which the Post curve is maximum for the line considered and C

is a constant. Combining Equations (13) and (14) we obtain:

The energy balance can thus be written:

n Y T°ut l 3 „. s (', SQS ^
Plot-«coin— ^ + 2 U)out5°s 0I/ " La J ~

+ f i -1Ui 4"-I*-2-
I e j l L a J 6 .

( 1 6 )

Of course, the radiative term should be summed over the different impurity ion species presenl

in the plasma. For simplicity, we consider only one species.

The quantities Xecoi, Tout, Tc, nz, C1 and L are supposed to be known, and therefore we

numerically solve Equation (16) , assuming that in the non linear turbulence saturation stale

we have islands of equal width on every rationnai surface q-qi i.e. = 1. The solution is
dis

plotted on Figure 2, as function of the Chirikov parameter s -~~j~ for:

6or
(i) a = ~7 defined by equation(7)

(ii) the pov.'er balance of an island remnant with several impur i ty species(different Tc).

The values used are typical of present lokamaks (in this case TORE SUPRA). The energy balance

equation exhibits two solutions, O Q S i ^ t low s and 8os2 al s ^'. i-e- slightly above ihe large

stochasticity threshold. The first set of solutions is unstable whereas the second is stable. Let



us take the second for instance: a positive perturbation e, such that Sos*8os2* e» leads to

positive power ir.put inside the island core, and therefore to a decrease in Sj^, thus leading to

bring back to the equilibrium value 5os2- ^a the contrary a negative perturbation cools the

island core and increases JSjxJ- The opposite is true for the first set of solutions, and the

unstable equilibrium leads to 5os~*0 in 'he case of a negative perturbation Sos^Sflsl -£,,

whereas in the case of a positive perturbation: Sos-8osl*e»» SQS grows until it reaches the

stable solution 5os2-

3 Discussion and conclusions

Using the formula of Ref 4, we can compute the perpendicular thermal conductivity in

the stochastic sea Xe8J0 as a function of ^ecoi, 5os2 aa-d d. We find Xest=; 1 in^.s"' which is

consistent with experimental determinations.

Note that this study should be completed to take into account the real current density

profile, and more important, should use a realistic (at least cylindrical) geometry.

We are now addressing, in cylindrical geometry, the dynamical interaction of island

chains for realistic tokamak profiles, using the non linear dynamical system described in [ 1 O l

as the "beast's model". We intend to be able to study transient response to additionnai heating

pulses, and also the bifurcations of regimes leading to disruptions, or to enhanced confinement

regimes.

Meanwhile, an important indication of the possible relevance of this mechanism is given

by experimental observations of magnetic structures suggesting small scale islands: analysis

of striations of Ha light emission during the ablation of injected deuter ium pellets in TFR and

JET has shown that narrow shear "plateaux" were likely to exist at resonant surfaces [111.

Further analysis on TORE SUPRA [12] are confirming and extending these observations. In

addition, direct visualization of small scale magnetic structures has been performed [131.

Those experimental evidences of the existence of smal l scale magnetic turbulence are

encouraging the theoretical works on the subject.

Finally we want to point out that the main differences between this work and previous

studies [1,2,14] are : (i) explicit t reatment of different energy transport regions inside the



plasma and (ii) a more realistic treatment of the impurity term and of its dependence upon

electron temperature. Recent results of Df I ID [151, where the super H mode is strongly l inked

to the impur i ty content and to the radiated power, are qualitatively in agreement with this

mechanism proposed to explain anomalous electron energy transport.
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Figure captions:

Figure 1: Schematic representation of two neighbouring cb-ins of islands.

Figure 2: Plot of a = ~ and of the total power Pt0t as a function of the Chirikov parameter
"Os

C

s-~~j~ for Tore Supra parameters: R-2.4 m , a«0.75m , iou t j l0~2 A.m"^ , Tout" ' -5kev,

Tc-0.8keV, U-1.5V, ne-2.1019 m-3 , nz-2. 1016 m'3.
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